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In this paper, we present a miniaturized compact three-dimensional optical fan-out interconnect 
suitable for wafer scale very large scale integrated multichip-module optical clock signal 
distribution. The demonstrated device employs a thin light-guiding substrate in conjunction with a 
two-dimensional (2D) optical hologram array. The parallel feature among fan-out beams and the 
planar compact structure convert the unsolvable three spatial and three angular multiple alignment 
problem into a single-step 2D planar one, which greatly enhances the packaging reliability. A new 
design scheme for reducing throughput power nonuniformity is presented for the first time. A 25 
GHz l-to-42 highly parallel fan-out interconnect was demonstrated with a signal to noise ratio of 
10 dB. 

The speed and complexity of integrated circuits are in- 
creasing rapidly as integrated circuit technology advances 
from very large scale integrated (VLSI) circuits to ultralarge 
scale integrated circuits. As the number of components per 
chip, the modulation speed, and the degree of integration 
continues to increase, electrical interconnections are facing 
their fundamental bottlenecks, such as speed, packaging, fan- 
out, and power dissipation. Multichip module (MCM) tech- 
nology is employed to provide higher clock speeds and cir- 
cuits densities.rJ2 But the state-of-the-art electrical 
interconnection and packaging technologies still fail to pro- 
vide the required clock speeds and communication distances 
in intra-MCM and inter-MCM hierarchies.3-5 High-speed 
massive fan-out optical interconects outperform electrical in- 
terconnects in these interconnection scenarios.3-9 For clock 
signal distribution in MCMs, a successful interconnect 
should employ little real estate of the semiconductor wafer 
surface that has already been intensively occupied by elec- 
tronic devices.‘,” An array of novel optical interconnects us- 
ing substrate guided wave and/or free-space, in conjunction 
with holographic elements, have been proposed and then re- 
ported by earlier researchers,“-I3 which may satisfy the 
above requirements for clock signal distribution in MCM. 

In this paper, we present the demonstration of a unique 
three-dimensional (3D) free-space compact optical parallel 
fan-out interconnect for massive clock signal distribution in 
MCM. Unlike the previously proposed work,9-14 an inte- 
grated wafer scale optical interconnect with l-to-42 (6X7) 
parallel fan-outs is realized, using a thin light-guiding sub- 
strate in conjunction with a 2D optical hologram array fab- 
ricated on its surface. More importantly, the parallel feature 
among fan-out beams and the planar compact device struc- 
ture convert the unsolvable three spatial and three angular 
multiple alignment problem into a single-step 2D planar one. 
The device demonstrated herein minimizes the employment 
of real estate of the semiconductor surface. Better device 
architecture is presented to increase fan-out and to improve 
the intensity uniformity among optical fan-out beams com- 
pared with our previous work.” A 25 GHz integrated l-to-42 

highly parallel optical fan-out interconnect is demonstrated 
experimentally in this paper. Such a device is pivotal for 
minaturized massive fan-out interconnect systems using pla- 
nar integration technology. The demonstrated device can be 
fabricated by using techniques originally developed for 
manufacturing VLSI semiconductor circuits. 

The schematic of the optical interconnect presented is 
shown in Fig. 1. It consists of a thin glass substrate in con- 
junction with a 2D hologram array fabricated on its surface. 
These holograms can also be fabricated directly on the semi- 
conductor substrate surface using standard VLSI fabrication 
technologies. For demonstration purposes, the 2D hologram 
array is made out of a thin dichromated gelatin film coated 
on a thin glass surface. The thin glass is employed as a 
light-guiding plate. The hologram array consists of holo- 
grams of ho ,h, , and multiplexed holograms of h,, . The ho 
is the input coupler designed to couple the surface normal 
input laser beam into a substrate guided beam with bouncing 
angle 13,. The multiplexed h,, , having two gratings hrnnl 
and hmn2. hmnl is designed to fan-out the input substrate 
guiding beam into a linear array of surface normal fan-out 
beams with coupling efficiency vmnl. hmn2 with coupling 
efficiency vmn2 is designed to deflect the substrate guiding 
beam into a linear array of substrate guided beams with 
bouncing angle 8,. Both 0, and 8, (not shown in Fig. 1) are 
larger than the critical angle of total internal reflection of the 
substrate. h, is designed to couple the array of substrate 
guiding beams into a 2D array of surface normal fan-out 
beams with coupling efficiency TV. As a result, highly par- 
allel massive fan-out beams are created inside the light- 
guiding plate together with surface normal massive fan-out 
beams, which are also parallel to the input laser beam. It can 
be seen that any permutation can be arranged without block- 
ing guided-wave propagation inside the light-guiding sub- 
strate, in three global routing steps: permuting through input 
hologram (ho), then through deflecting hologram (h,,J and 
tinally through output hologram (h,). 

Minimization of the throughput nonuniformity of fan-out 
beams is an important design concern, which is determined 
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FIG. 1. Schematic of the proposed optical interconnect for MCM clock 
distribution. 

by the arrangement of the 2D holograms and their coupling 
efficiencies, and of course, the number of fan-out beams as 
well. The methods to construct the holograms and to obtain 
uniform intensity among the fan-out beams were detailed in 
our recent publication of Refs. 8 and 15. The output power of 
a fan-out beam in the demonstrated device can be precisely 
calculated. For example, for the l-to-42 fan-out interconnect 
reported herein, the output power can be written as 

~,1=~0710%n,1(1- ?Imn- 77mn2Y-1~ 0) 

~~,=~0170rln(l-77mnl-rlmn2)m(l-~~~n-1~ G.9 

m=1,2,3 . . . . n=2,3,4... 

where I, is the power of input beam, m and n stand for, 
respectively, the sequence of columns and rows of the 2D 
array of the parallel fan-out beams. As indicated by Eq. (2), 
a trade-off exists between the fan-out power and the grating 
fan-out efficiencies. Optimum values of l;lm in designing a 
2D hologram array with maximum throughput power for the 
weakest fan-out beam, corresponding to minimum power 
nonuniformity among fan-out beams, can be derived from 
Eq. (2). For example, for a l-to-42 device with 
vmn, = ~~~~=10%, the optimum coupling efficiency is 
~~=15%. Note that the reflection and scattering loss is not 
included in Eq. (2). The diffraction efficiency of a hologram 
can be accurately controlled experimentally.8191’5 In our ex- 
periments, coupling efficiency is consistently adjustable up 
to 70%. The presence of each fan-out hologram can be de- 
signed and then fabricated independent. As a result, the pres- 
ence of each fan-out beam can be arranged in design. The 
propagation loss of the glass was determined to be less than 
0.1 dB/cm experimentally. Thereby, a large scale fan-out de- 
vice can be provided. 

Figure 2 is a photograph of surface normal i-to-42 
highly parallel optical interconnect using a glass substrate, 
integrated with a 2D multiplexed hologram array. The holo- 
grams were fabricated at a working wavelength of 632.8 nm, 
where 770=70%, vmnl = ~~mnl=lO% and l;l,,= 19% were ex- 
perimentally confirmed. In this photograph, a surface normal 
free-space HeNe laser beam (9 mW) is coupled into the glass 
substrate through the surface normal input hologram vo. The 
parallel fan-out beams are generated by the 2D hologram 
array either propagating along the substrate or normally cou- 
pling out off the substrate. The far-field pattern of the 42 
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surface normal fan-out beams is also displayed in Fig. 2. 
Variation of the 42 fan-out beams is within 12 dB, which is 
13 dB better than the previous result. Note that the mode 
dots preserve the azimuth symmetry of the TEMoo beam of 
the input laser. As a result, coupling to a 2D photodetector 
array will be much easier when compared with the conven- 
tional single-mode guided wave devices. 

In designing the massively parallel optical fan-out inter- 
connect shown in Fig. 1, the fan-out packing density is an- 
other important parameter of system performance. The fan- 
out packing density is determined by the substrate thickness, 
substrate guided beam bouncing angles 0, and 0,,, , as well as 
the angle (Y between the two projection of holographic grat- 
ing vector of ho and hmn2 on the surface of a glass substrate. 
In our experiment we selected a=90” and set 
0, = em = 13,=45’ for symmetric purpose. Therefore, the 
separation between any two nearest fan-out beams is given 
by 

s= (2tjtan( f3,), (3) 

where t is the thickness of the glass substrate. By selecting 
the glass thickness and/or coupling angles, the desired pack- 
ing density of fan-out beams can be obtained. The location of 
the fan-out beams can be easily determined as 
(x, ,yn)=(ms,ns), where m,n,=1,2,3 . . . . 

The input beam angular misalignment will also cause a 
spatial shift of the fan-out beam due to the shift of diffraction 
angle dd within the substrate. Based on the phase-matching 
condition, we have 

n, sin( 0,) =X/h,- sin( 0,) (4) 

where A, is the surface grating period, n, is the substrate 
index, 0, is the diffraction angle, and 8, is the incident angle 
of the input laser beam. Differentiating Eq. (4) while holding 
)\. fixed, we obtain 

d 6,= - [cos( @)/(n, cos( O,)] d 0,. (5) 

The resulting maximum amount of spatial shii AL can be 
determined based on Eqs. (3) and (5), which is 

AL=2t[tan(0dj-tan(0d?d0d)]. 

For the device demonstrated herein with t= 3.0 mm, 

G-3 

Bi=O" 

HG. 2. Photograph of a surface normal l-to-42 highly parallel optical fan- 
out interconnect. The far-field pattern of fan-out beams is aIso shown. 
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FIG. 3. Experimental results of fan-out efficiency vs an&u misalignment 
of the input beam. The two rotational axes are perpendicular to each other 
and perpendicular to the input beam as well. 

and ed=4So, OS”, and O.OY, input angular misalignments 
correspond to -100 /-em and -1 pm spatial shifts, respec- 
tively. Equation (6) indicates that the unsolvable problem of 
the three spatial and three angular multiple alignments is 
converted into a single-step 2D planar one. Standard state- 
of-the-art 2D planar alignment techniques, with the resolu- 
tion of -0.1 pm developed for fabricating VLSI circuits, can 
be employed to integrate the demonstrated device to a Si/ 
VLSI multichip module. Figure 3 shows the experimental 
results of the diffraction efficiency of the fan-out beam 
(m=3, n=3) versus input angular misalignments of the de- 
vice shown in Fig. 2. The angular full width at half maxi- 
mum of the diffraction efficiency is determined to be about 
“1”. 

REF -55 dBm 

CENTER 1.54 GHz SPAN 300 MHz 
RES BW 1 MHz VBW 3 MHz SWP 55 msec 

FIG. 4. 25 GHz optical beating signal through the optical fan-out intercon- 
nect shown in Fig. 2, obtained from the weakest fan-out beam (m=6, n=7). 

An optical coherent beating signal was employed as the 
optical clock signaLl By colinearly propagating two single 
longitudinal Iaser beams (HeNe laser of h1=632.80 nm and 
dye laser of h,=--632.83 nmj through the l-to-42 fan-out 
interconnects fabricated, a beat signal equivalent to an opti- 
cal wave modulated at a microwave frequency of 25 GHz, 
was detected at the weakest fan-out (6,7) and the result is 
shown in Fig. 4. A signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 10 dB is 
observed. The SNRs of the 42 beams were measured inde- 
pendently. The result shown in Fig. 4 represents the worst 
case. 

In summary, we represent the first effort to construct a 
3D integrated free-space compact optical fan-out intercon- 
nect for wafer scale fast clock signal distribution. The power 
uniformity among fan-out beams, the number of fan-out 
were significantly improved through better design of 2D ho- 
lograms, compared with our previous work.15 It was shown 
that the difficulties associated with the complicated 3D mul- 
tiple alignments are significantly reduced through the paral- 
lelism among the fan-out beams and the unique planar device 
feature. 25 GHz clock signal distribution was demonstrated 
experimentally for the first time with 42 parallel fan-outs. 
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